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                         DATA COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 
 
 
     United States Department of Health and Human  Services.   Substance 
     Abuse  and Mental Health Services Administration. Office of Applied 
     Studies 
          ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES  STUDY  (ADSS),  1996-1999:  [UNITED 
     STATES] (ICPSR 3088) 
 
     SUMMARY: The Alcohol and Drug Services Study (ADSS) was a  national 
     study  of  substance  abuse  treatment  facilities and clients. The 
     study was designed to develop estimates of the duration  and  costs 
     of treatment and to describe the post-treatment status of substance 
     abuse clients. ADSS continues and extends upon  data  collected  in 
     the  Drug Services Research Survey (DSRS) and the SERVICES RESEARCH 
     OUTCOMES STUDY, 1995-1996: [UNITED STATES] (ICPSR 2691). The  study 
     was   implemented   in  three  phases.  In  Phase  I  a  nationally 
     representative sample  of  treatment  facilities  was  surveyed  to 
     assess  characteristics of treatment services and clients including 
     treatment type, costs, program capacity, number of clients  served, 
     waiting  lists,  and  services  provided to special populations. In 
     Phase II records were abstracted from a  sample  of  clients  in  a 
     subsample  of  Phase  I  facilities.  This phase included four sub- 
     components: (1) the Main Study, an analysis of  abstracted  records 
     to  assess  the treatment process and characteristics of discharged 
     clients, (2) the Incentive Study,  which  assessed  the  impact  of 
     varying  financial  payments  on  follow-up interview participation 
     among  non-methadone  outpatient  clients,  (3)  the   In-Treatment 
     Methadone Client study (ITMC), which assessed the treatment process 
     of methadone maintenance, and (4) the  comparison  study  of  Early 
     Dropout  clients  (EDO), which provided a proxy comparison group of 
     records from substance  abusers  that  went  untreated.  Phase  III 
     involved  follow-up  personal  interviews with Phase II clients who 
     could be located. This interview sought to determine post-treatment 
     status  in  terms  of  substance  use, economic condition, criminal 
     justice  involvement,  and  further   substance   abuse   treatment 
     episodes.  Urine  testing  was  conducted to validate self-reported 
     drug use. Drugs included in the  survey  were  alcohol,  marijuana, 
     cocaine,  crack  cocaine,  heroin,  barbiturates,  benzodiazepines, 
     amphetamines, non-prescribed use of prescription medications, abuse 
     of over-the-counter medications, and other drugs. 
 
     UNIVERSE: (1) Substance abuse treatment facilities  in  the  United 
     States registered in the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
     Administration's  National  Master  Facility  Inventory  of   known 
     facilities.  (2)  Clients  engaged  in substance abuse treatment in 
     these facilities. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
     SAMPLING: The Alcohol and Drug Services Study  utilized  a  complex 
     multistage  sampling  strategy.  In  Phase I, 2,395 substance abuse 
     treatment facilities were selected from  the  Substance  Abuse  and 
     Mental  Health  Services  Administration's (SAMHSA) National Master 
     Facility Inventory (NMFI)  of  known  facilities.  The  sample  was 
     stratified to reflect the types of care offered within the nation's 
     substance abuse treatment system. Selection  strata  included:  (1) 
     hospitals,  (2)  non-hospital residential treatment facilities, (3) 
     outpatient-predominantly  methadone   treatment   facilities,   (4) 
     outpatient-nonmethadone   treatment   facilities,   (5)  outpatient 
     combined  methadone  and  nonmethadone  treatment,  (6)  facilities 
     serving  predominantly  alcohol abusing clients, and (7) facilities 
     whose type of care  could  not  be  determined  based  on  existing 
     information  at  the  time  of sampling. Excluded from the sampling 
     frame  were  halfway   houses   lacking   paid   counselors,   solo 
     practitioners,  treatment  programs  in  jails  and/or correctional 
     facilities,  Department  of  Defense  and  Indian  Health   Service 
     facilities,  and  facilities  that  were  prevention  or intake and 
     referral only. Selection was based on probability  proportional  to 
     size  (PPS),  with  a  minimum of 300 facilities to be selected per 
     stratum. Sampling in Phase II consisted of several  stages.  First, 
     the  country  was  partitioned  into  approximately  400 geographic 
     primary sampling units (PSUs) from which a representative sample of 
     62   were  selected  on  the  basis  of  demographic  and  economic 
     characteristics. Within these 62 PSUs, a  stratified  subsample  of 
     Phase  I  facilities  (n=306) was selected using PPS. The subsample 
     utilized exclusionary criteria that eliminated 12  facilities:  (a) 
     facilities  that  had  ceased operation prior to March 1, 1997, (b) 
     facilities designated as  hospitals  (i.e.,  stratum  1),  and  (c) 
     facilities in which 100 percent of clients were treated for alcohol 
     abuse only. To ensure adequate sample size, sampled facilities were 
     matched  with  "shadow"  facilities.  Of  the original 294 eligible 
     facilities, 60 refused to participate, yielding a response rate  of 
     79.6  percent.  Shadow  facilities  were  then  used  to replace 46 
     refusing facilities, producing a final sample size of 280.  Shadows 
     were not used for facilities found to be ineligible (e.g., closed). 
     Following  interviews  with  administrators  in  the  participating 
     facilities,  two types of client records were randomly sampled: (1) 
     clients who were discharged for any reason at least one  day  after 
     their  date of treatment initiation, and (2) clients still actively 
     engaged in methadone treatment. Persons whose treatment episode was 
     clearly  limited to mental health, family counseling, or other non- 
     substance  abuse  services  were  not  considered  substance  abuse 
     treatment  clients  and were excluded from the sampling frame, even 
     if they had prior history of substance abuse treatment. The  client 
     must  have  been  the  substance  abuser  him- or herself and not a 
     family member or other person receiving treatment  in  relation  to 
     the  substance  abuser.  In  addition  to the random sample, a non- 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
     probability convenience sample of early  dropout  discharges  (EDO) 
     from  outpatient  programs was drawn as the comparison group. Early 
     dropout clients were  defined  as  clients  who  had  been  through 
     assessment  or an intake battery but completed no more than one day 
     or one session of treatment. The comparison group was selected from 
     cooperating facilities, to serve as a proxy for untreated substance 
     abusers. In Phase III, clients randomly selected  in  the  previous 
     phase  were  approached  for  interview. Discharged clients younger 
     than 18 years old at the time of interview and clients in the  main 
     study  discharged  group  who were classified as methadone patients 
     were excluded from this phase. 
 
     NOTE: (1) The study was conducted by the  Schneider  Institute  for 
     Health  Policy,  Brandeis  University.  Westat,  Inc. collected and 
     prepared the data. (2) ADSS files underwent disclosure analysis  by 
     SAMHDA/ICPSR  in  order to ensure that the identities of facilities 
     and clients were protected. This involved reviewing the data  files 
     for  potential  risks  as well as examining any external threats to 
     confidentiality, such as other data sources that could be linked to 
     ADSS.  Such  external  data  sources  were  found.  To address this 
     problem while still creating a public  use  file  of  the  greatest 
     utility  possible, micro-aggregation of certain variables was used. 
     This  involved  identifying  the  problematic  variables,   sorting 
     records  by  the  first problematic variable, grouping records into 
     three based on their value for this variable, averaging the  values 
     for  each grouping, and applying the average to the records in each 
     group. This was repeated for each  of  the  problematic  variables, 
     which   included   client  count  and  financial  data.  Geographic 
     identifiers  were  also  removed.  The  overall  impact  of   these 
     protection procedures was small and should not affect most analytic 
     uses of the data. (3) The Phase I facility public use file includes 
     2,394  of  the  original  2,395  records. One facility's record was 
     deleted due to the presence of outlying data. (4) Please note  that 
     the  unit  of  time  for  some  variables  in  the facility file is 
     specified in a separate variable, and these  units  are  distinctly 
     different  from  each  other.  For  example,  to  analyze length of 
     treatment, the researcher needs to examine two variables:  QUANTITY 
     VAR  NAME  and  UNIT VAR NAME. QUANTITY specifies the "quantity" of 
     treatment length while UNIT specifies the unit of QUANTITY such  as 
     days,  weeks, months, years, or sessions. (5) The Finite Population 
     Correction Factor and the  two  Stratified  Jackknife  Factor  data 
     files  are  provided for use with the WesVar and SUDAAN statistical 
     software, and are not  intended  for  use  with  other  statistical 
     packages. WesVar was developed by Westat Incorporated and SUDAAN is 
     a product of the Research Triangle Institute. These three files are 
     being  distributed  as received from the principal investigator and 
     have not been tested by ICPSR. (6)  The  data  from  the  follow-up 
     Incentive  Study  in  Phase  III  are  not released as part of this 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
     public use file. (7)  The  codebook  is  provided  by  ICPSR  as  a 
     Portable  Document  Format  (PDF)  file.  The  PDF  file format was 
     developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated and can be  accessed  using 
     PDF  reader software, such as the Adobe Acrobat Reader. Information 
     on how to obtain a copy of the Acrobat Reader is  provided  on  the 
     ICPSR and SAMHDA Web sites. 
 
     RESTRICTIONS: Users are reminded by the United States Department of 
     Health and Human Services that these data are to be used solely for 
     statistical analysis and reporting of  aggregated  information  and 
     not for the investigation of specific individuals or organizations. 
 
     EXTENT  OF   COLLECTION:   11   data   files   +   machine-readable 
     documentation  (PDF)  +  SAS data definition statements + SPSS data 
     definition statements 
 
     EXTENT  OF   PROCESSING:   CONCHK.PR/   CONCHK.ICPSR/   DDEF.ICPSR/ 
     FREQ.ICPSR/   MDATA.PR/   REFORM.DOC/   REFORM.DATA/   UNDOCCHK.PR/ 
     UNDOCCHK.ICPSR/ RECODE 
 
     DATA  FORMAT:  Logical  Record  Length  with  SAS  and  SPSS   data 
     definition statements 
 
     Part 1: Phase I Facility           Part 2: Phase II Administrator 
       Interview                          Interview 
     File Structure: rectangular        File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 2,394                       Cases: 280 
     Variables: 991                     Variables: 545 
     Record Length: 3,180               Record Length: 1,942 
     Records Per Case: 1                Records Per Case: 1 
 
     Part 3: Phase II                   Part 4: Phase II In-Treatment 
       Main/Incentive Abstract            Methadone Abstract 
     File Structure: rectangular        File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 5,005                       Cases: 925 
     Variables: 344                     Variables: 344 
     Record Length: 1,289               Record Length: 1,198 
     Records Per Case: 1                Records Per Case: 1 
 
     Part 5: Phase II Early Dropout     Part 6: Phase III Main Study 
       Abstract                           Follow-Up 
     File Structure: rectangular        File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 790                         Cases: 1,184 
     Variables: 251                     Variables: 997 
     Record Length: 493                 Record Length: 2,644 
     Records Per Case: 1                Records Per Case: 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
     Part 7: Phase III In-Treatment     Part 8: Phase III Early 
       Methadone Follow-Up                Dropout Follow-Up 
     File Structure: rectangular        File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 618                         Cases: 345 
     Variables: 994                     Variables: 890 
     Record Length: 2,494               Record Length: 1,804 
     Records Per Case: 1                Records Per Case: 1 
 
     Part 9: Phase I Finite             Part 10: Phase I Stratified 
       Population Correction Factors      Jackknife Factors 
     File Structure: rectangular        File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 200                         Cases: 1 
     Record Length: 13                  Record Length: 1,799 
     Records Per Case: 1                Records Per Case: 1 
 
     Part 11: Phase II/III 
       Stratified Jackknife Factors 
     File Structure: rectangular 
     Cases: 1 
     Record Length: 701 
     Records Per Case: 1 
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 OMB #:  0930-0180 

 Exp. Date:  04-30-2000 
 

FACILITY ID:  
|__|__|__|__|__| 

INT. INITIALS:  |__|__|__| 

OUTCOME CODE:  |__|__| 

 
 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES STUDY 
 

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW 
 
 
 

WESTAT, INC. 
 

SAMHSA/BRANDEIS 
 
 
 

NOTIFICATION TO RESPONDENT OF ESTIMATED BURDEN 
 
Public burden for this collection of information is estimated to take, on average, 45 

minutes per response to complete the interview, and 1 hour per response for reviewing 
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, 
completing and reviewing the collection of information, and preparing for the face-to-face 
interview.  Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this 
collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to:  DHHS Reports 
Clearance Officer, Paperwork Reduction Project (0930-0180), Room 531-H, Humphrey 
Building, 200 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C.  20201. 

 
An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a 

collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.  The OMB 
control number for this project is 0930-0180. 

 
This questionnaire was designed to collect information from different types of facilities, 

providing different types of care.  We will be asking you to respond to this interview on behalf 
of the facility and the types of care that I will review with you now. 

 
[RESOLVE ANY DISCREPANCIES WITH RESPONDENT BEFORE PROCEEDING 

WITH THE INTERVIEW.  IF NONE OF THE ITEMS AGREE, DO NOT PROCEED, 
CONTACT YOUR SUPERVISOR.] 

 
 

Notice:  The information entered on this form will be handled in the strictest confidence and will not be released to unauthorized personnel. 
This research is authorized under Section 505 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 290aa-4). 
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 DATE OF INTERVIEW: |__|__|-|__|__|-|__|__| 

 TIME BEGAN: |__|__| : |__|__| AM=1 
PM=2 

 
V1. The name of this facility is (READ SAMPLED FACILITY AND PROGRAM NAMES 

FROM FIS).  Is that correct? 

 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Update FIS) 

 
V2. The address of this facility is (READ LOCATION ADDRESS FROM FIS).  Is that 

correct? 

 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Update FIS) 

 
V3. On October 1, 1996, you offered the following types of care, with client numbers of 

(READ TYPE OF CARE AND CLIENT INFORMATION FROM FIS).  Is that correct? 

 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Update FIS) 

 
(ANY MAJOR DISCREPANCIES SHOULD BE NOTED IN THE COMMENTS SECTION OF THE FIS.  IF 
POSSIBLE, PROCEED WITH INTERVIEW.) 
 
I would like to update that information and ask you some additional questions about the types of care and 
policies of this substance abuse treatment facility.  The types of care covered will be hospital inpatient, non-
hospital residential, and outpatient care, including outpatient methadone treatment. 
 
 
Q1. How many total clients are currently in substance abuse treatment at this facility? 
 

|__|__|__|__|__| 
 

Q2. Does this facility currently offer the following types of  
substance abuse treatment: 

Q3. How many substance abuse 
clients are currently in that 
type of treatment? 

TYPE OF CARE  YES NO  

a. Hospital inpatient treatment  1 2 (Q2b)  |___|___|___|___|___| 

b. Non-hospital residential treatment  1 2 (Q2c)  |___|___|___|___|___| 

c. Outpatient methadone treatment  1 2 (Q2d)  |___|___|___|___|___| 

d. Outpatient non-methadone treatment  1 2 (Q4)  |___|___|___|___|___| 

  TOTAL |___|___|___|___|___| 

 CALCULATOR 
 
 

INTERVIEWER:  RECONCILE Q3 TOTAL WITH Q1 RESPONSE, IF 
DIFFERENT. 
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Q4. Below is a list of materials about your facility we would like to obtain.  We would greatly appreciate it if 

you would provide us with copies.  May we have a copy of: 
    NOT 
   YES APPLICABLE 
  NO (COPY (DO NOT 
  (REFUSED) OBTAINED) HAVE) 

a. Copy audited financial statements (most current) ....................  7 1 0 
b. Detailed organizational chart.....................................................  7 1 0 
c. Annual statistical report.............................................................  7 1 0 
d. Year-end G/L Summary Report (most current).........................  7 1 0 
e. Methadone Annual Dispensing Summary ................................  7 1 0 
f. Personnel listing, including staff name, position, and degree 
 (for counselors) .........................................................................  7 1 0 
g. Facility and/or program brochures ............................................  7 1 0 
h. Copy of discharge policy ...........................................................  7 1 0 
i. Blank client admission form ......................................................  7 1 0 
j. Blank client discharge form.......................................................  7 1 0 
k. Client bill with client identifiers removed ...................................  7 1 0 
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HOSPITAL INPATIENT 
 

BOX A 
 
IF HOSPITAL INPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE CARE IS NOT OFFERED AT 
THIS FACILITY Q2a  = 2, CHECK HERE � AND GO TO BOX B, PAGE 6.  
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE. 

 
Now, I'm going to ask you a series of questions about clients receiving hospital inpatient substance abuse 
care at this facility.  This includes clients in hospital inpatient detoxification and hospital inpatient rehabilitation 
treatment. 
 
Q5.  a. How many hospital inpatient beds for substance abuse treatment does this facility 

  have? 
 

 Total hospital inpatient beds ............................................. |__|__|__|__| CALCULATOR 
 

b. How many of those are for inpatient detoxification? ......... |__|__|__|__| 
 

c. How many of those are for inpatient rehabilitation?.......... |__|__|__|__| 
 
 
Q6.  a. How many hospital inpatient admissions for substance abuse treatment were there  

  during the most recent 12-month period for which you have data?  
   READ DEFINITION OF ADMISSIONS:  
 

 "Admissions" refers to the count of persons entering or reentering 
treatment at this facility.  This includes all those starting a treatment 
program, whether or not the program is completed.  Be sure to count 
each admission for clients entering treatment more than once or 
entering more than one type of care during the 12-month period. 

 
 Total hospital inpatient admissions ................................... |__|__|__|__| CALCULATOR 

 
b. How many of these were for inpatient detoxification ....... |__|__|__|__| 

 
c. How many of these were for inpatient rehabilitation ........ |__|__|__|__| 

 
 
Q7.  a. During the 12-month period, what was the average length of stay in the hospital for the 

  inpatient detoxification clients at this facility?  Do not include leave days or aftercare  
 treatment as part of the average stay.  

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 
 

b. During that period, what was the average length of stay in the hospital for the inpatient 
 rehabilitation clients at this facility?  Do not include leave days or aftercare  treatment as 
 part of the average stay. 
 

 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS 
  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 
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c. IF RESPONDENT IS UNABLE TO GIVE AVERAGE FOR DETOXIFICATION AND 
 REHABILITATION SEPARATELY, ASK:   
 

During that period, what was the average length of stay in the hospital for all  hospital 
inpatient substance abuse clients? 

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 
 

Q8. What was the 12-month period used for the hospital inpatient information? 
 

FROM _______________  THROUGH  _______________   
 MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 

 
 
Q9.  a. During the same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions did the 

  hospital inpatient detoxification clients attend each week?  
 

___________________  
    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

b. During the same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions did the 
 hospital inpatient rehabilitation clients attend each week? 

 
___________________  

    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

c. During the same period, on average, how many group counseling sessions did the 
 hospital inpatient detoxification clients attend each week? 

 
___________________  

    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

d. During the same period, on average, how many group counseling sessions did the 
 hospital inpatient rehabilitation clients attend each week? 

 
___________________  

    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 
Q10. What types of group counseling sessions are currently provided to hospital inpatients (either 

detoxification or rehabilitation) in substance abuse treatment? 
 
  Do you provide: Q11. IF YES IN Q10:  how many hospital 

inpatients are in a typical session? 
   YES NO  
 a. Group Therapy Sessions 1 2 

 b. Group Educational Sessions 1 2 

 c. Self-help Group Meetings 1 2 

 d. Community or Governing 
  Sessions 1 2 

 e. Other (Specify) 1 2 
  _________________________ 

  
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
  
 ________________ 
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NON-HOSPITAL RESIDENTIAL 
 

BOX B 
 
IF RESIDENTIAL CARE IS NOT OFFERED AT THIS FACILITY, Q2b = 2, 
CHECK HERE � AND GO TO BOX C, PAGE 9.  OTHERWISE, 
CONTINUE. 

 
Now I'm going to ask you a series of questions about clients receiving non-hospital residential substance 
abuse care at this facility.  This includes clients in residential detoxification and residential rehabilitation. 
 
 
Q12.  a. How many non-hospital residential beds for substance abuse treatment does this facility 

  have?  
 

 Total non-hospital residential beds ................................... |__|__|__|__| CALCULATOR 
 
b. How many of those are for residential detoxification? ...... |__|__|__|__| 
 
c. How many of those are for residential rehabilitation?....... |__|__|__|__| 

 
 
Q13.  a. How many non-hospital residential admissions for substance abuse treatment were there 

  during the most recent 12-month period for which you have data? 
   READ DEFINITION OF ADMISSIONS:  
 

 "Admissions" refers to the count of persons entering or reentering 
treatment at this facility.  This includes all those starting a treatment 
program, whether or not the program is completed.  Be sure to count 
each admission for clients entering treatment more than once or 
entering more than one type of care during the 12-month period. 

 
 Total non-hospital residential admissions......................... |__|__|__|__| CALCULATOR 
 
b. How many of these are for residential detoxification? ...... |__|__|__|__| 
 
c. How many of these are for residential rehabilitation?....... |__|__|__|__| 

 
 
Q14. Is this non-hospital residential facility a therapeutic community?  
 
 

YES ........................................................  1 
NO ..........................................................  2 
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Q15.  a. During the 12-month period, what was the average length of stay in the facility for these 
  residential detoxification clients at this facility?  Do not include leave days or aftercare 
  treatment as part of the average stay.  

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 4 
 
  b. During that period, what was the average length of stay in the facility for the residential 

  rehabilitation clients at this facility?  Again, do not include leave days or aftercare  
  treatment.  

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 4 
 
  c. IF RESPONDENT IS UNABLE TO GIVE AVERAGE FOR DETOXIFICATION AND  

  REHABILITATION SEPARATELY, ASK:  
 

   During that period, what was the average length of stay in the facility for all non-hospital 
  residential substance abuse clients?  

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 4 
 
 
Q16. What was the 12 month period used for the non-hospital residential information? 
 

FROM _______________  THROUGH  _______________   
 MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 

 
 
Q17.  a. During the same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions did the 

  non-hospital residential detoxification clients attend each week?  
 

___________________  
    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

  b. During the same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions did the 
  non-hospital residential rehabilitation clients attend each week?  
 

___________________  
    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

  c. During the same period, on average, how many group counseling sessions did the non-
  hospital residential detoxification clients attend each week?  
 

___________________  
    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
 

  d. During the same period, on average, how many group counseling sessions did the non-
  hospital residential rehabilitation clients attend each week?  
 

___________________  
    SESSIONS IN WEEK 
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Q18. What types of group counseling sessions are currently provided to non-hospital residential (either 
detoxification or rehabilitation) in substance abuse treatment? 

 
  Do you provide: Q19. IF YES IN Q18:  how many non-

hospital residential clients are in a 
typical session? 

   YES NO  
 a. Group Therapy Sessions 1 2 
 
 b. Group Educational Sessions 1 2 
 
 c. Self-help Group Meetings 1 2 
 
 d. Community or Governing 
  Sessions 1 2 
 
 e. Other (Specify) 1 2 
  _________________________ 
 

  
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
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OUTPATIENT METHADONE 
 
 

BOX C 
 
IF OUTPATIENT METHADONE CARE IS NOT OFFERED AT THIS 
FACILITY, Q2c = 2, CHECK HERE � AND GO TO BOX D, PAGE 11.  
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE. 

 
Now I'm going to ask you a series of questions about clients receiving outpatient methadone substance 
abuse treatment at this facility. 
 
 
Q20. How many admissions were there to outpatient methadone treatment during the most recent 12-

month period for which you have counts?  [READ DEFINITION OF ADMISSIONS] 
 
 "Admissions" refers to the count of persons entering or reentering treatment 

at this facility.  This includes all those starting a treatment program, whether 
or not the program is completed.  Be sure to count each admission for clients 
entering treatment more than once or entering more than one type of care 
during the 12-month period. 

 
Total outpatient methadone admissions ........................................ |__|__|__|__| 

 
 
Q21. During that same period, what was the average length of stay in treatment for outpatient methadone 

clients?  This means the average stay from first visit to last visit.  Do not include any aftercare period 
after discharge. 

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS 

  |__|__|__|__| 1 2 3 4 
 
 
Q22. What is the 12-month period used for these methadone data? 
 

FROM _______________  THROUGH  _______________   
 MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 

 
 
Q23. During that same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions and how many group 

counseling sessions did outpatient methadone clients attend each week? 
 
 NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
 INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS GROUP SESSIONS 

 |__|__|__| |__|__|__| 
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Q24. What types of group counseling sessions are currently provided to outpatient methadone clients 
(either detoxification or maintenance) in substance abuse treatment? 

 
  Do you provide: Q25. IF YES IN Q24: how many methadone 

clients are in a typical session? 
   YES NO  
 a. Group Therapy Sessions 1 2 
 
 b. Group Educational Sessions 1 2 
 
 c. Self-help Group Meetings 1 2 
 
 d. Community or Governing 
  Sessions 1 2 
 
 e. Other (Specify) 1 2 
  _________________________ 
 

  
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 

 
 
Q26. For clients on a level methadone dosage for at least 2 weeks, what is the average daily dosage (in 

milligrams)? 
 

__________ 
     mgs.     
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OUTPATIENT NON-METHADONE 
 
 

BOX D 
 
IF OUTPATIENT NON-METHADONE CARE IS NOT OFFERED, Q2d = 2, 
CHECK HERE � AND GO TO Q38, PAGE 13.  OTHERWISE, CONTINUE. 

 
Now I'm going to ask you a series of questions about clients receiving outpatient non-methadone substance 
abuse care at this facility.  This includes clients in outpatient non-methadone detoxification and outpatient 
non-methadone rehabilitation. 
 
 
Q27. How many admissions were there to outpatient non-methadone treatment during the most recent 12-

month period for which you have counts?  [READ DEFINITION OF ADMISSIONS] 
 

 "Admissions" refers to the count of persons entering or reentering treatment 
at this facility.  This includes all those starting a treatment program, whether 
or not the program is completed.  Be sure to count each admission for clients 
entering treatment more than once or entering more than one type of care 
during the 12-month period. 

 
Total outpatient non-methadone admissions................................. |__|__|__|__| 

 
 
 
Q28. During that same period, what was the average length of stay in treatment for outpatient non-

methadone clients?  This means the average stay from first visit to last visit.  Do not include any 
aftercare period after discharge. 

 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 4 
 
 
Q29. Does this facility provide outpatient detoxification? 

 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Q32) 

 
 
Q30. About what percentage of the admissions in the 12-month period were for detoxification only? 
 

____________% 
 
 
Q31. On average, how long did the detoxification-only patients stay in treatment at this facility? 
 
 NUMBER DAYS WEEKS MONTHS 

  |__|__|__| 1 2 3 
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Q32. What is the 12-month period used for these outpatient non-methadone data? 
 

FROM _______________  THROUGH  _______________   
 MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 

 
 
Q33. During that same period, on average, how many individual counseling sessions and how many group 

counseling sessions did outpatient non-methadone clients attend each week? 
 
 NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
 INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS GROUP SESSIONS 

 |__|__|__| |__|__|__| 
 
 
Q34. What types of group counseling sessions are currently provided to outpatient non-methadone clients 

(either detoxification or rehabilitation) in substance abuse treatment? 
 
  Do you provide: Q35. IF YES IN Q34:  how many non-

methadone clients are in a typical 
session? 

   YES NO  
 a. Group Therapy Sessions 1 2 
 
 b. Group Educational Sessions 1 2 
 
 c. Self-help Group Meetings 1 2 
 
 d. Community or Governing 
  Sessions 1 2 
 
 e. Other (Specify) 1 2 
  _________________________ 
 

  
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 
 
 ________________ 
 
 ________________ 
 

 
 
Q36. Does this facility have an intensive outpatient program? 

 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Q38) 
 
 

Q37. On average, how many hours per week do intensive outpatient clients attend the program? 
 

|___|___| 
HOURS 
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ALL TYPES OF CARE 
 
 

Now I'd like to ask you several questions that apply to all the types of care we've discussed. 
 
 
Q38. On average, how many clients at this facility dropped out of treatment each month over the past year 

prior to completing the full course of treatment? 
 

________________________ 
# OF CLIENTS PER MONTH 

 
 
Q39. On average, how many clients at this facility drop out of treatment each month after completing only 

the intake interview or one day or session of treatment? 
 

________________________ 
# OF CLIENTS PER MONTH 

 
 
Q40. Does this substance abuse treatment facility offer the following types of aftercare services at this 

location for clients who have been discharged from treatment: 
 YES NO 

 
a. Outpatient counseling? ..........................................................  1 2 
b. Self-help groups? ...................................................................  1 2 
c. Alumni groups? ......................................................................  1 2 
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The next several questions relate to client records for all types of care. 
 
 
Q41. Does this facility maintain any computerized information on individual substance abuse treatment 

clients? 
 
YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Q44) 

 
 
Q42. Does the computerized information contain any of the following? 
 

 YES NO 
 

a. Client descriptive information, such as age or sex ................  1 2 
b. Drugs of abuse.......................................................................  1 2 
c. Client treatment history ..........................................................  1 2 
d. Diagnosis................................................................................  1 2 
e. Services received, such as individual or group 
 therapy ..................................................................................  1 2 
f. Number of bed days for inpatients .........................................  1 2 
g Number of visits or encounters for outpatients ......................  1 2 
h. Reasons for discharge ...........................................................  1 2 
i. Source of payment for that client ...........................................  1 2 
j. Billing information...................................................................  1 2 

 
 

 YES NO 
 

Q43. Can computerized client records on services received during a visit,  
such as individual therapy or group therapy, be linked to computerized  
records on billing?.................................................................................. 1 2 
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The next several questions deal with administrative and financial issues for all types of care. 
 
 
Q44. Are annual audited financial statements prepared for this substance abuse treatment facility? 
 

YES.........................................................  1 
NO...........................................................  2 (Q46) 

 
 
Q45. Is this financial statement only for this substance abuse treatment facility, or does it include 

information about other entities? 
 

THIS FACILITY ONLY ............................  1 (Q46) 
INCLUDES OTHER ENTITIES...............  2 (Q45b) 

 
 

b. How many other entities?   
 

|__|__|__|__| 
 
 

c. How many of these provide substance abuse treatment?   
 

|__|__|__|__| 
 
 
Q46. Does this substance abuse treatment facility receive any in-kind contributions?  Here are some 

examples:  Furniture, equipment, food, bedding, clothing, space, tax relief, discounted facility rental 
rates, volunteer services. 

 
YES ........................................................  1 
(Specify ________________________  
 
_______________________________  

 
_______________________________  

 
______________________________ ) 

 
NO ..........................................................  2 
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Q47. IN COLUMNS 1-3, THE INTERVIEWER WILL ASK THE ADMINISTRATOR TO UPDATE THE DATA 
COLLECTED IN THE PHASE I FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE, ITEM A9.  THE INTERVIEWER WILL 
COLLECT NEW INFORMATION IN COLUMN 4.  INTERVIEWER SHOWS RESPONDENT XEROX 
COPY OF FACILITY RESPONSE TO ITEM A9 FROM PHASE I.   

 
 In Phase I, you or someone at your facility provided the following information about the number and 

type of staff providing substance abuse treatment at this facility on October 1, 1996.  Now, I would 
like to update this information.  Please review this chart and indicate whether these counts are now 
the same or different.  If the staff counts are different, please provide updated numbers. 

 
 In columns 1-3, please indicate the number of full-time and part-time staff members involved in 

substance abuse treatment.  Count staff on the payroll, contract staff and consultants currently 
providing substance abuse treatment at this facility in each of the following staff categories.  (Full-
time staff are those working 35 or more hours per week.  Part-time staff are those working on a 
regular basis but fewer than 35 hours per week.)  If any staff worked in more than one staff category 
listed, please put them in the one category in which they worked the most, i.e., spent the most time, 
during the past week. 

 
 If you can only report staff numbers in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE), check this box  and 

record the number of FTE's in column 1. 
 
 In column 4, indicate the total number of hours worked by all full-time and part-time staff on payroll, 

contract staff, and consultants at this facility during the last 7-day period for which you have records. 
 

  
 
 
 
 

(1) 

 
 
 
 
 

(2) 

 
 
 
 
 

(3) 

 TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS 
WORKED IN SUBSTANCE 
ABUSE TREATMENT DURING 
THE LAST FULL 7-DAY 
PERIOD FOR WHICH YOU 
HAVE RECORDS 

TYPE OF 
STAFF 

Number of 
Full-Time 
Staff on 
Payroll 

Number of 
Part-Time Staff 

on Payroll 

Number of 
Contract Staff 

and 
Consultants 

 (4) 

1-Week Staff Hours 

a. Physicians (MD/DO; 
Psychiatrists) 

     

b. Registered Nurses (RN)      

c. Other Medical Personnel 
(LPN, PA, etc.) 

     

d. Doctoral Level Counselors 
(Psychologists, etc.) 

     

e. Masters Level Counselors 
(MSW, etc.) 

     

f. Other Degreed Counselors 
(BA, BS) 

     

g. Non-Degreed Counselors      

h. All Other Staff, including 
Administrative Staff 

     

i. TOTAL      

 CALCULATOR 
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BOX E 
 
CHECK Q2 ON PAGE 2, IF ONLY ONE TYPE OF CARE = YES,  
SKIP TO Q49. 

 
 
Q48. Combining full-time, part-time, contract staff and consultants:  What percentage of total staff time for 

a week was spent in: 
 
a. Hospital inpatient treatment ................................................... _____% 
 
b. Non-hospital residential.......................................................... _____% 
 
c. Outpatient substance abuse treatment .................................. _____% 
 
d. Outpatient methadone ...........................................................  (_____)% 
 
e. Outpatient non-methadone .................................................   (_____)% 

  100% 
 (d & e SHOULD ADD TO c) 
 (a + b + c SHOULD ADD TO 100%) CALCULATOR 
 
 

Q49. What is the average salary paid by this substance abuse treatment 
facility for (STAFF TYPE)?  LEAVE ROW BLANK IF STAFF TYPE IS 
NOT APPLICABLE AND SKIP Q50. 

Q50. What is the average 
fringe benefit rate for 
(STAFF TYPE) 

 DOLLARS  HR YR  

a. Physicians (MDs, DOs; 
Psychiatrists) 

 
|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

 
PER 

 
1 

 
4 

 
|___|___|% 

b. Registered Nurses (RN) |__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

PER 1 4 |___|___|% 

c. Other Medical Personnel  
(LPN, PA, etc.) 

 
|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

 
PER 

 
1 

 
4 

 
|___|___|% 

d. Doctoral Level Counselors 
(Psychologists, etc.) 

 
|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

 
PER 

 
1 

 
4 

 
|___|___|% 

e. Masters Level Counselors  
(MSW, etc.) 

 
|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

 
PER 

 
1 

 
4 

 
|___|___|% 

f. Other Degreed Counselors 
(BA, BS) 

|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

PER 1 4 |___|___|% 

g. Non-Degreed Counselors |__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

PER 1 4 |___|___|% 

h. All Other Staff, including 
Administrative Staff 

 
|__|__|__|__|__|__|.|__|__
| 

 
PER 

 
1 

 
4 

 
|___|___|% 
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Q51. Does this substance abuse treatment facility offer any of the following services to any substance 
abuse clients?  

 Please indicate the percentage of your substance abuse clients who received this service over the 
past 12 months. 

 
 (1) 

NO 
 (2) 

YES 
(3) 

Percent of substance abuse 
clients who received this 

service 
a. Comprehensive assessment/diagnosis?...............................   ..................  _____________ 

b. Child care?............................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

c. Transportation?.....................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

d. Self-help or mutual-help groups?..........................................   ..................  _____________ 

e. Individual therapy?................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

f. Group therapy, not including relapse prevention?.................  ..................  _____________ 

g. Relapse prevention groups. ..................................................   ..................  _____________ 

h. Family counseling? ...............................................................   ..................  _____________ 

i. Employment counseling/training? .........................................   ..................  _____________ 

j. Academic education/GED classes?......................................   ..................  _____________ 

k. HIV/AIDS education/counseling/support? .............................   ..................  _____________ 

l. Combined substance abuse and mental health treatment? ............  ..................  _____________ 

m. TB screening?.......................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

n. Prenatal care? ......................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

o. Smoking cessation?..............................................................   ..................  _____________ 

p. Acupuncture?........................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

q. Aftercare? .............................................................................   ..................  _____________ 

r. Outcome followup? ...............................................................   ..................  _____________ 
 
 
Q52. What is the 12-month substance abuse treatment revenue or funding for this facility?  Include all 

sources such as client payments, insurance, contracts, grants, government funds, budget allocations, 
and donations.  If possible, count only income related to substance abuse treatment. 

 
$_______________________.00 

 
 
Q53. What is the 12-month time period to which the revenue or funding refers? 
 

FROM:  _____/_____/_____  THROUGH:  _____/_____/_____ 
 MONTH DAY YEAR MONTH DAY YEAR 

 
 
Q54. IF RESPONDENT IS UNABLE TO REPORT REVENUE OR FUNDING IN Q52 FOR SUBSTANCE 

ABUSE TREATMENT ONLY, CHECK THIS BOX  AND ASK: 
 
 What percentage of the revenue you reported would you estimate is related to substance abuse 

treatment. 
 

__________% 
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Q55. What are the 12-month total substance abuse treatment costs for this facility?  If these data are 

obtained from a financial report in thousands of dollars, add three zeros to convert to dollars.  Count 
only costs related to substance abuse treatment. 

 
$_______________________.00 

 
 
Q56. IF RESPONDENT IS UNABLE TO REPORT COSTS IN Q55 FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

TREATMENT ONLY, CHECK BOX HERE  AND ASK: 
 
 What percentage of the total costs you reported would you estimate are related to substance abuse 

treatment. 
 

__________% 
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HOSPITAL INPATIENT 
 
 

INTERVIEWER:   
COPY 12-MONTH PERIOD REPORTED IN Q8 TO THE DATE FIELDS IN Q57a.  COPY TOTAL HOSPITAL 

INPATIENT ADMISSIONS FROM Q6a TO THE TOTAL BOX IN Q57b. 
 

Q57a. During the 12-month period, from 
__________________  through  __________________, 
MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 
did this facility provide hospital inpatient services 
to clients through the following payment mechanisms? 

[INTERVIEWER:  READ ALL THE PAYMENT TYPES 
 THROUGH FIRST.] 

Q57b. Approximately how many hospital 
inpatient admissions were primarily 
paid by (CATEGORY) during that 
12-month period? 

PRIMARY PAYMENT CATEGORY YES NO NUMBER OF 
ADMISSIONS* 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ADMISSIONS 

1. Client self payment...................................................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

2. Private health insurance, fee-for-service..................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

3. Private health insurance, HMO/PPO/Managed 
Care .........................................................................  1  2 

___________ ___________ % 

4. Criminal justice system, federal, state or local .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

5. Medicaid...................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

6. Medicare ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

7. Other public payment ...............................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

8. No payment..............................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

9. Other/Specify largest type _______________ .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

10. Unknown ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

INTERVIEWER:  COPY TOTAL FROM Q6a   

 

|__|__|__|__| 
TOTAL 

ADMISSIONS 

| 1 | 0 | 0 |% 
 

  CALCULATOR 
 
 
(*If you cannot give the number of admissions by payment type, please estimate the percentage of 
admissions for each payment type.) 
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NON-HOSPITAL RESIDENTIAL 
 
 

INTERVIEWER:   
COPY 12-MONTH PERIOD REPORTED IN Q16 TO THE DATE FIELDS IN Q58a.  COPY TOTAL NON-

HOSPITAL RESIDENTIAL ADMISSIONS FROM Q13a TO THE TOTAL BOX IN Q58b. 
 

Q58a. During the 12-month period, from 
__________________  through  ____________________, 
MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 
did this facility provide non-hospital residential services 
to clients through the following payment mechanisms? 

[INTERVIEWER:  READ ALL THE PAYMENT TYPES 
 THROUGH FIRST.] 

Q58b. Approximately how many non-
hospital residential admissions 
were primarily paid by 
(CATEGORY) during that 12-month 
period? 

PRIMARY PAYMENT CATEGORY YES NO NUMBER OF 
ADMISSIONS* 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ADMISSIONS 

1. Client self payment...................................................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

2. Private health insurance, fee-for-service..................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

3. Private health insurance, HMO/PPO/Managed 
Care .........................................................................  1  2 

___________ ___________ % 

4. Criminal justice system, federal, state or local .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

5. Medicaid...................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

6. Medicare ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

7. Other public payment ...............................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

8. No payment..............................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

9. Other/Specify largest type _______________ .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

10. Unknown ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

INTERVIEWER:  COPY TOTAL FROM Q13a   

 

|__|__|__|__| 
TOTAL 

ADMISSIONS 

| 1 | 0 | 0 |% 
 

  CALCULATOR 
 
 
(*If you cannot give the number of admissions by payment type, please estimate the percentage of 
admissions for each payment type.) 
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OUTPATIENT METHADONE 
 

INTERVIEWER:   
COPY 12-MONTH PERIOD REPORTED IN Q22 TO THE DATE FIELDS IN Q59a.  COPY TOTAL 

OUTPATIENT METHADONE ADMISSIONS FROM Q20 TO THE TOTAL BOX IN Q59b. 
 

Q59a. During the 12-month period, from 
_________________  through  __________________,  
MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 
did this facility provide outpatient methadone services to clients 
through the following payment mechanisms? 

[INTERVIEWER:  READ ALL THE PAYMENT TYPES 
 THROUGH FIRST.] 

Q59b. Approximately how many outpatient 
methadone admissions were 
primarily paid by (CATEGORY) 
during that 12-month period? 

PRIMARY PAYMENT CATEGORY YES NO NUMBER OF 
ADMISSIONS* 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ADMISSIONS 

1. Client self payment...................................................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

2. Private health insurance, fee-for-service..................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

3. Private health insurance, HMO/PPO/Managed 
Care .........................................................................  1  2 

___________ ___________ % 

4. Criminal justice system, federal, state or local .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

5. Medicaid...................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

6. Medicare ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

7. Other public payment ...............................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

8. No payment..............................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

9. Other/Specify largest type _______________ .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

10. Unknown ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

INTERVIEWER:  COPY TOTAL FROM Q20   

 

|__|__|__|__| 
TOTAL 

ADMISSIONS 

| 1 | 0 | 0 |% 
 

  CALCULATOR 
 
 
(*If you cannot give the number of admissions by payment type, please estimate the percentage of 
admissions for each payment type.) 
 
 
Q60. What was the total cost of methadone dispensed during this same 12-month period? 
 

$__________.00 
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OUTPATIENT NON-METHADONE 
 

INTERVIEWER:   
COPY 12-MONTH PERIOD REPORTED IN Q32 TO THE DATE FIELDS IN Q61a.  COPY TOTAL 

OUTPATIENT NON-METHADONE ADMISSIONS FROM Q27 TO THE TOTAL BOX IN Q61b. 
 
 

Q61a. During the 12-month period, from 
_______________  through  __________________, 
MONTH/DAY/YEAR MONTH/DAY/YEAR 
did this facility provide outpatient non-methadone services to 
clients through the following payment mechanisms? 

[INTERVIEWER:  READ ALL THE PAYMENT TYPES 
 THROUGH FIRST.] 

Q61b. Approximately how many outpatient 
non-methadone admissions were 
primarily paid by (CATEGORY) 
during that 12-month period? 

PRIMARY PAYMENT CATEGORY YES NO NUMBER OF 
ADMISSIONS* 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ADMISSIONS 

1. Client self payment...................................................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

2. Private health insurance, fee-for-service..................  1  2 ___________ ___________ % 

3. Private health insurance, HMO/PPO/Managed 
Care .........................................................................  1  2 

___________ ___________ % 

4. Criminal justice system, federal, state or local .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

5. Medicaid...................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

6. Medicare ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

7. Other public payment ...............................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

8. No payment..............................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

9. Other/Specify largest type _______________ .........  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

10. Unknown ..................................................................  1  2 __________ ___________ % 

INTERVIEWER:  COPY TOTAL FROM Q27  

 

|__|__|__|__| 
TOTAL 

ADMISSIONS 

| 1 | 0 | 0 |% 
 

  CALCULATOR 
 
 
(*If you cannot give the number of admissions by payment type, please estimate the percentage of 
admissions for each payment type.) 
 
 
 

 TIME ENDED:  |__|__| : |__|__| AM=1 
PM=2 
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